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Introduction

Cash has always played a critical role in a
diversified investment portfolio and it is especially
vital in times of uncertainty when investors
see cash as protection against risk. Despite the
importance of cash, advisers can struggle to
engage their clients in meaningful conversations
around cash management and may not be fully
aware of a client’s total cash holdings.
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As Macquarie’s Head of Technical Advice Services notes:

“Clients see it as simple, not something they need advice on.”

This over-simplified view of the role cash can play, and the resulting lack of visibility,
can compromise an adviser’s ability to provide holistic advice and proactively take
advantage of investment opportunities.

As a result, clients may end up in one of a number of scenarios:

This is also happening at a time when cash investment options are becoming
increasingly complex. The search for yield in a low interest rate environment has led
to a proliferation of cash, cash equivalent and cash alternative products. The speed
of this change has made it challenging for advisers to understand and adequately
communicate the underlying risk and return factors of different products. This
could leave them vulnerable to misrepresenting cash product properties or making
recommendations that aren’t aligned to a client’s overall objectives or risk appetite.

By doing nothing, clients could be missing out on returns

By making decisions when they don’t fully understand the
product properties, clients could be taking on unanticipated
risk and advisers may not be meeting their best interest duty

By holding too much capital in a product that doesn’t meet
their expectations, clients may not meet their overall wealth
goals and objectives

One issue advisers have with cash is the
perception of value: clients see it as simple,
not something they need advice on. And,
as a result, clients can show inertia with
the idea of taking a more active approach
to managing their cash investments.

By locking away their capital – especially in a volatile market
– clients might not be able to access their cash when they need it.
That might mean they miss out on investment opportunities or fail
to meet their debt obligations.

David Barrett

Head of Macquarie Technical Advice Services
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This guide

explores the range of available cash products
and provides considerations for advisers seeking
to balance their clients’ needs for liquidity,
return and capital preservation. It is a deep dive
into various cash products and their use cases,
providing fertile ground for more meaningful
conversations with clients about the role cash
can play in their portfolio.
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Why a heightened focus on cash?
Increased volumes, static returns

A greater part of the portfolio = a greater part of portfolio performance

In the early days of the COVID-19 outbreak, Macquarie saw strong increases in cash
holdings in its Cash Management Account (CMA), as confidence in equity markets
and the economic outlook weakened.

As household cash rises, so too does the volume of cash held within clients’ portfolios.
According to RFi Group research for Macquarie Private Bank in April 20203, Australian
private bank clients now hold a sizeable proportion of their total wealth in cash at call
(15%) or cash equivalent (12%) products. In fact, cash at call is second only to real
estate (outside the primary residence) in its proportion of total investible assets (22%).

Household cash is also near historically high levels1 – partly due to reduced spending
because of COVID-19 restrictions, partly thanks to government support against
potential income loss, but also potentially as a flight to safety.
Returns have been weakening for conservative investors seeking a reliable income
stream with comparative safety. Cash rates have been cut to almost zero, bond
yields are low, and Australian companies are cutting or deferring dividend payments
in response to COVID-19.2
“Within the space of about a month, we saw an extraordinarily quick decline in the
value of equities,” observes Jason Todd, Head of Wealth Management Investment
Strategy, Macquarie Banking and Financial Services. “But the return on cash hasn’t
really changed in a long time.”

Cash holdings also appear to be growing at a faster rate than other asset classes.
30% of Australian private bank clients told RFi their cash at call holdings have increased
over the last 12 months. Holdings in cash equivalents increased for 27% of respondents.
More respondents cited an increase in these cash categories than in any other category
of investment.
Despite its inherent security, in a low-return environment cash needs to be managed
proactively – or investors run the risk of missing out on opportunities to generate
higher returns. But it’s not always easy for advisers to communicate to clients the value
of a more strategic approach.

He describes cash as “the ballast in a diversified portfolio.”
“Cash is really there to fund investment into other assets. It can help protect downside
losses, provide liquidity, reduce the impact of volatility and preserve capital.”

1
2
3
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Where to hunt for dividends in an uncertain world, Aleks Vickovich, AFR May 2020
Research conducted by RFi Group for Macquarie Private Bank April 2020, sample n= 501 private bank clients, 255 non-private clients
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Why a heightened focus on cash? continued

The tension between performance, liquidity and risk

Given the historical lows of the official cash
rate, we think it’s never been more important
for advisers to actively manage their clients’
cash portfolios to achieve a healthy rate
of return for an acceptable level of risk.

Seeing an increased allocation to cash, potentially as ‘insurance’ against market
volatility, Macquarie surveyed advisers to better understand how they and their clients
managed cash investments in August 2019.
Those advisers emphasised the need for liquidity, to be able to move quickly when
investment opportunities arise.
The survey also revealed ambiguity around how investors define cash, given the
proliferation of cash at call, cash equivalent and cash alternative products. This report
seeks to address that ambiguity by clarifying the cash spectrum.

Olivia McArdle

Head of Deposits and Payments,
Macquarie Banking and Financial Services

Visibility of cash holdings is also an important differentiator for advisers. On average,
advisers estimate they only have full visibility over less than half of their client base
(44%). Three in five (62%) would like greater visibility of a client’s cash holdings, so they
can provide more holistic and strategic wealth management advice – and act faster on
investment opportunities.4
In an environment where cash holdings are growing, cash is forming a larger proportion
of many portfolios, and advisers are struggling to get visibility over their clients’ cash
holdings, there’s an opportunity for advisers to start to have proactive conversations
with clients about cash – and a lot at stake if they don’t.

4

Cash Management Adviser survey conducted by Zing Research on behalf of Macquarie, August 2019 n=541
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Example:

Cecilia and Rowan

For advisers who recommend managed
funds for their clients’ portfolios, the lack
of visibility of a client’s total cash holdings,
combined with the allocation of cash
within the managed funds may cause
complications.

In this example, Janet uses model portfolios.
Her clients Cecilia and Rowan have $500,000
invested in a joint non-super wrap account
in a ‘balanced’ portfolio.
Janet checks Cecilia and Rowan’s current
asset allocation with respect to their
benchmark asset allocation as ‘balanced’
investors, with the following results:
Asset class

Target asset
allocation

Current asset
allocation

5%

9.4%

Fixed interest

40%

37.1%

Australian equities

19%

18.1%

International equities

23%

22.6%

Property and alternatives

13%

12.8%

100%

100.0%

Cash

Total:
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The data indicates that Cecilia and Rowan are holding $47,000
of cash (9.4% of $500,000), which is correct from an asset
allocation perspective. However, in terms of available cash
to draw on, the portfolio structure involves a cash account
targeted at 5% of the portfolio value, so there is only $25,000
that can be directly drawn by the clients. The remaining
$22,000 is cash held within the funds – responsible for the
management of the fixed interest, equities, property and
alternative asset exposures. It is not readily accessible for
investment, or any other purposes, without selling the unit
holdings in the funds.
In addition, Cecilia and Rowan may also wish to hold more
cash reserves, especially in the current economic environment.
Rowan, in particular, mentioned in the last review that he’s
concerned about a round of redundancies coming up at his
work – highlighting the risk of a cash flow crisis. Janet isn’t sure
how much cash Cecilia and Rowan hold outside their wrap
account. Without clear visibility of their cash position, it will be
difficult for Janet to offer advice on the appropriate level of cash
reserves needed, and appropriate financial products to protect
their position and meet their evolving needs.
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Part one:

Types of cash products
Understanding client psychology: Why are your clients holding cash?
People hold cash for a variety of reasons. For some it’s peace of mind:
knowing they have a pool available to draw on immediately, if they lose
their income or need to fund a major purchase. For others, it’s an asset
class that adds to their portfolio’s diversification – one that provides liquidity
and more certainty around capital preservation.
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Understanding client psychology: Why are your clients holding cash? continued

“With any diversified portfolio, advisers will recommend holding a set percentage as
cash,” explains David Barrett, Head of Macquarie Technical Advice Services. “But for
those clients who just want a safety net of ‘ready cash’, it might just be a fixed amount
that doesn’t change as their wealth grows.”

Broadly, there are three different types of cash investments:
Cash at call:
Government guaranteed, total liquidity.

He says “striving for yield” is creating tension in cash markets. Investors chasing higher
returns are finding themselves moving further up the risk spectrum – and this could
potentially compromise their desire for liquidity.

Cash equivalents:

In 2018, the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) wrote to Australia’s
superannuation funds to remind them not to expose unwitting investors to investments
labelled as ‘cash’, when the underlying investments “would not generally be considered
cash or cash-like in nature.”5

Cash alternatives:

Under Superannuation Reporting Standard (SRS) 530 Investments, APRA defines
cash as cash on hand and demand deposits, as well as cash equivalents.
“Cash equivalents represent short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk
of changes in value,” the regulator said in its letter.6
“This view aligns with the way Macquarie defines cash investments,” says Beth Wallace,
Macquarie Fixed Income Senior Portfolio Manager.
“We always take a conservative approach because we believe the instruments held
should be ‘cash-like’ – with a similar risk and return profile. Corporate bonds or assetbacked securities don’t meet that definition, and while we do have strong residential
mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) capabilities, we believe these securities are more
suited to an income portfolio.”

Offers fixed income at slightly higher returns, with a liquidity trade-off.
From term deposits to bonds, they cover a spectrum of risk and return profiles.

More complex investment vehicles, like managed funds, which may offer higher rates
of return but also expose clients to capital risks.
“It comes down to two things,” says Olivia McArdle, Head of Deposits and Payments,
Macquarie Banking and Financial Services.
“One is the government guarantee on deposits under the Financial Claims Scheme
(FCS). If the investment is protected under that scheme to the full amount – not on a
pooled basis – it’s cash (subject to the FCS maximum of $250k on a single client view).
The second relates to whether it is really a cash investment. True cash investments
are short term and liquid. You can convert them relatively easily into a known amount
of cash. Things like corporate bonds and residential mortgage-backed securities are
not ‘true’ cash, and are better suited to an income portfolio.”
“If you can build an understanding of the deeper, underlying reasons your clients believe
they are holding cash in their portfolio, you can ensure they’re invested in a way that’s
aligned to their personalised goals, needs and risk profile.”

So how does that work in practice?
Read on for a snapshot of the cash and cash like products available.
5
6

APRA confirms cash ain’t cash for some super funds, Mike Taylor, Money Management 2 July 2018
Cash Investment Options’ Non-Cash Holdings: Industry Guidance, APRA 29 June 2018
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Cash at call
Bank accounts
The gold standard for deposit security, a transaction or savings account may pay
interest monthly (calculated daily) and provides unrestricted access to funds. It’s an
ideal solution for clients who are making a lot of transactions on those funds regularly.
Retail bank accounts with authorised deposit-taking institutions (ADIs) are covered by
the government guarantee on deposits, up to $250,000, calculated on a single client
view per ADI.
However, low-risk investing typically correlates with low returns. With cash rates now
approaching zero, advisers will need to shop around for a savings account offering any
sort of yield.
Bank accounts provide a sense of security during uncertain times, especially when
investors lack confidence in the near-term outlook in property, shares or fixed income.

Pros

Cons

Government guaranteed up to
$250,000, on a single client view
(note that this is for retail deposits
– the government guarantee is not
available for wholesale accounts)

Some transaction accounts may not
pay interest

Accessible any time for full liquidity.

Conservative investors, and those with a shorter investment horizon, may prefer to keep
a larger proportion of their funds in at call deposits. Advisers told Macquarie that clients
who are more risk averse will often seek a higher allocation to cash. Advisers said they
expect continued growth in client cash allocations, based on rising uncertainty in the
outlook for property and equity markets.7

Some savings accounts reduce interest
rates or impose bank fees if certain
conditions aren’t met (such as making
minimum monthly deposits and/or end
of month balance always increasing)
Once inflation is factored in, the real
returns on at call cash could be negative
Variable interest rates can fall (or rise)
based on market conditions, and ADIs
can adjust rates independently of the
RBA’s cash rate moves
Holding a large amount of cash
in a single account can present a
concentration risk for balances over
$250,000, unless you open multiple
accounts across multiple ADIs.

7

Cash Management Adviser interviews conducted by Zing Research on behalf of Macquarie, June 2019 n=5
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Macquarie’s CMA gives us the accountability
to keep our clients on track, and work with
our clients personally.

Cash at call continued

Josh Wingrove

Cash management accounts (CMAs)
As well as providing transaction account facilities, a CMA is a cash investment hub:
giving advisers and investors visibility of their cash holdings with real time data feeds
to adviser platforms, real-time reporting and – with a client’s permission – third party
transaction authority.
In this way, a CMA can provide the benefits of a bank deposit account with greater
visibility and control for advisers. For example, you can buy and sell shares using
Macquarie’s CMA as the cash settlement account, as well as pay other portfolio
expenses like tax, insurance or interest.
Macquarie’s CMA has no account keeping or management fees and lets advisers
make authorised transactions on behalf of clients, whilst notifying the customer of the
transaction in real time. For advisers also managing client cash flow, it provides smart
categorisation for income and expenditure analysis.
Most advisers told Macquarie that cash management is fundamental to their client
services because the CMA structure makes it simpler for clients to track adviser
recommendations, while also ensuring clients adhere to the plan set out for them.

Pursue Wealth

Pros

Cons

Online hub for investment transactions
across multiple products

Not all CMAs are the same.
Check the quality of data feeds:
the relevance and timeliness of your
advice depends on the accuracy
of your client’s cash position

Efficient tax and compliance reporting
– Macquarie’s CMA offers 10 years’
transactional history
Real time data feeds and
platform integration
Online payments with secure
client authorisations
SMSF-ready and SuperStream
compliant
Bulk transacting for advisers
Government guaranteed up to
$250,000, on a single client view
(note that this is for retail deposits
– the government guarantee is not
available for wholesale accounts)

Typically pay a low interest rate, which
may result in negative real returns
Holding a large amount of cash
in a single account can present a
concentration risk for balances over
$250,000, unless you open multiple
accounts across multiple ADIs
Variable interest rates can fall (or rise)
based on market conditions, and
ADIs can adjust rates independently
of the RBA’s cash rate moves.

No account keeping or management
fees with a Macquarie CMA.
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Cash at call continued

Savings accounts
Typically linked to a transaction account, these are designed for saving. The higher
interest rate may be an introductory rate, or bonus interest may be tied to a deposit
level. Macquarie’s Cash Management Accelerator Account is an example of a
savings account linked to the Macquarie CMA, with no fees or minimum/maximum
balances required.
It’s important to be aware of the terms and conditions around reversion rates –
once the bonus interest period ends, the everyday rate may not be as competitive.
Advisers told us they have seen stronger growth in higher interest savings accounts
(31% have seen growth over the past year) and CMAs (28%), with holdings in term
deposits and bank accounts in net decline.8

We were using term deposits, but we’ve
replaced those with Accelerator because
it’s more liquid. We want to get a good
return on our clients’ cash, but still have
at-call access.

Pros

Cons

No lock-in period

Conditions or restrictions vary across
products – such as limited period
bonus interest rates, regular minimum
deposits or a minimum balance holding

Real-time access to cash
Typically offers a higher interest rate
than an everyday bank account,
calculated daily and paid monthly

Must factor in any account
keeping fees

Government guaranteed up to
$250,000, on a single client view
(note that this is for retail deposits
– the government guarantee is not
available for wholesale accounts)

Holding a large amount of cash
in a single account can present a
concentration risk for balances over
$250,000, unless you open multiple
accounts across multiple ADIs

No account keeping fees or restrictions
on a Macquarie Cash Management
Accelerator Account.

Variable interest rates can fall (or rise)
based on market conditions, and ADIs
can adjust rates independently of the
RBA’s cash rate moves.

Charlie Viola

Pitcher Partners Sydney

8

Cash Management Adviser survey conducted by Zing Research on behalf of Macquarie, June 2019 n=541
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Cash equivalents
Term deposits
As a cash-backed investment with a fixed term, a term deposit pays a pre-determined
rate of interest (typically higher than the cash rate) in return for locking funds away for
a period of time. This offers capital protection and some certainty of return, but at the
expense of liquidity. It may be possible to access funds prior to maturity, but this will
typically incur a break fee or forfeit of interest earned. Under APRA guidelines, a retail
customer is required to provide 31 days’ notice to break a term deposit prior to maturity,
unless specific hardship circumstances are met.

Pros

Cons

Fixed and predictable rate of return on
maturity

Less liquid than cash at call products,
as funds are locked away for a preagreed period

Term deposit rates vary according to their term, which can be as short as one month
and as long as five years. Typically, if investors are prepared to lock their money away
for a longer period, they’ll earn a little more interest, however this can vary depending
on the economic climate at any point in time. According to Macquarie data, term
deposits are held for five to six months, on average, and the most popular term
deposit period at present is three months.9

Easy for advisers to set up online and
link to a Macquarie CMA for streamlined
rollover at maturity and reporting

The main benefit here is certainty: a guaranteed rate of return and capital protection.
Some investors may look at term deposits as a disciplined way to save money, as
the structure deters them from impulsively withdrawing and spending their savings.

Option to have interest paid monthly,
quarterly, half-yearly, annually or at
maturity

Can select from a range of maturity
dates (typically one month to five years)

Less flexibility to react to market
opportunities, due to 31-day notice
period for withdrawal (unless certain
hardship conditions are met)
Rates of return may vary according to
the size of the term deposit and the
ADI’s appetite for those funds.

Ability to roll-over or return funds to the
original bank account
Government guaranteed up to
$250,000, on a single client view (note
that this is for retail deposits – the
government guarantee is not available
for wholesale accounts).

9

Macquarie proprietary data
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Cash equivalents continued

Notice savers
An alternative to a term deposit, a notice saver locks funds away with a fixed notice
period. For example, a 60-day notice saver requires 60 days’ notice before funds can
be withdrawn.
This can be useful when clients are saving for a time-specific purpose – such as a
wedding, school fees or a holiday. However, Wallace notes it is less liquid than other
cash investments. “You’re still always 60 days away from your money. That may not
seem like a long time, but if you suddenly need those funds for an opportunity it’s not
really flexible,” she says.

Pros

Cons

Slightly better interest rates than cash
at call accounts

Risk of complacency – funds will stay
there until you trigger the notice period,
and rates can become uncompetitive

Unlike a term deposit, rates are variable and typically only offer a slightly higher return
than cash at call. On the other hand, some notice savers can be topped up with
additional funds.

Government guaranteed up to
$250,000, on a single client view (note
that this is for retail deposits – the
government guarantee is not available
for wholesale accounts)

The challenge is to manage a notice saver account proactively. If money is left here
for several years, it may have been better invested in a term deposit. A term deposit
also requires a decision about reinvestment at maturity, forcing a re-assessment of the
market rates available.

Able to add more funds after the initial
deposit is made – regular deposits
can be set up to automatically boost
savings

Interest rates are variable, so they
can decline (or rise) with cash rates
Notice period prevents immediate
access to funds.

Locking funds away reduces the
temptation to spend – making it easier
to achieve savings goals.
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Example:

Jim

Some clients feel very comfortable with
the concept and security of term deposits
and may be reluctant to pay for advice on
this portion of their investment portfolio.
One possible way of breaking this inertia
is to help the client strategically manage
their term deposit allocation.

Jim is holding $200,000 in a term deposit
(TD), which he rolls over every six months
upon maturity. He likes to know he has some
liquidity options every six months.
After inquiring about Jim’s liquidity needs,
his adviser Raelene establishes that Jim is
comfortable with access to $50,000 every six
months, so the remainder ($150,000) can be
invested over a longer term.

Upon maturity, the funds allocated in the structure above will be
reinvested in a 24 month TD. This will provide Jim with liquidity
of $50,000 every six months, but could achieve a higher return
if the ADI is offering higher rates for longer term TDs.
This simple strategy may help Raelene demonstrate the
value of advice on cash holdings to Jim. Over time, Jim might
be more likely to give Raelene greater visibility of his total
cash position.

Raelene recommends a staggered structure for Jim’s term
deposit funds, to be implemented upon the next maturity date:
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$50,000

to be invested in a six-month TD

$50,000

in a 12-month TD

$50,000

in an 18-month TD

$50,000

in a 24-month TD
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Cash alternatives
Cash funds
In the world of managed investments, cash funds are lower down on the risk spectrum.
However, not all funds labelled ‘cash’ are invested in cash as an asset class, so it’s
important to read the fine print – especially if the returns look too good to be true.
The objective of a cash fund is to deliver liquidity as an investment, but the existence of
potentially higher returns within this asset class indicates the degree of risk trade-off.
Investments in managed funds are not protected by the government guarantee
on deposits.
Macquarie Investment Management Fixed Income manages a number of cash funds,
two of which are the Macquarie Master Cash Fund (MCF) and Macquarie Term
Cash Fund (TCF). The MCF is designed as a core transactional cash vehicle and is
predominantly invested in cash, negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs), Treasury notes
and term deposits.
The TCF is designed to deliver higher returns than the MCF, while retaining a focus
on preserving capital value by adding short-term bank floating rate notes to the
investment mix. Both TCF and MCF are managed with the aim of providing same day
access to funds.
“Macquarie’s cash funds are ‘true-to-label’ cash. Many of our peers’ ‘enhanced cash’
products align more closely to what we call an income fund,” explains Wallace. “We only
include securities that provide the risk and return characteristics of cash, and this is a
differentiating factor.”
The MCF is designed to provide same-day liquidity. “We’ve never halted redemption
requests – not even during the GFC,” Wallace notes.
Wallace says she is concerned by the number of funds labelled ‘cash’ which actually
have the characteristics of an income fund.
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Pros

Cons

Typically offers a slightly higher return
than a bank deposit by using a low-risk
investment strategy

Not government guaranteed under the
Australian Government Financial Claims
Scheme

The investment mix within the fund
ensures more diversification than
holding funds in a single bank account
or term deposit

Funds generally charge management
fees, further eroding returns, and
performance fees may apply

Can provide regular income

The risk of an investment in a managed
fund is higher than in a typical bank
account or term deposit.

Low risk of capital loss (though capital
preservation is not guaranteed).

“With cash rates so low, it can be very tempting for people to look for more yield,”
she says. “But for me, cash needs to be cash. It serves a liquidity purpose, and you
don’t want to see the value of cash changing dramatically month to month. I would be
concerned that the stretch for yield could result in more funds using enhanced strategies
that don’t provide the level of liquidity a cash fund requires.”
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Cash alternatives continued

Fixed income funds
While true-to-label cash funds aim to provide liquidity and can act as a cash alternative,
fixed income funds cannot be classified as cash alternatives. This is where the
complexity of comparing cash equivalents, cash alternatives and income funds starts
to come into play and can cause confusion.
Fixed income funds seek to improve on traditional cash returns by investing in
a diversified range of bonds, structured credit securities and other fixed income
investments. They can be a useful fixed income alternative to bonds or term deposits,
as there is no lock-in duration. They are considered lower-risk than growth-seeking
funds, however they do not offer the capital protection of a deposit.
For example, Macquarie’s Australian Diversified Income Fund invests primarily in
Australian cash, corporate bonds and structured credit securities. It achieved a postfee 5-year return to 30 June 2020 of 2.76%, 1.03% ahead of the Bloomberg AusBond
Bank Bill Index.10 As at 30 June 2020 over 25% is invested in AAA-rated assets and
the Fund also held over 30% in cash.

Pros

Cons

Can provide regular income

Potential for volatility

The investment mix within the fund
ensures more diversification than
holding funds in a single bank account
or term deposit

Liquidity risk – in the case of market
volatility, access to capital will depend
on the liquidity of the underlying assets

Low risk of capital loss (though capital
preservation is not guaranteed).

In a stressed market environment,
the buy/sell spreads may widen
Funds generally charge management
fees, further eroding returns,
and performance fees may apply.

“We’re very clear to investors that products like the Macquarie Australian Diversified
Income Fund are income funds and not true-to-label cash alternatives,” says Wallace.
“While in our view they might represent lower risk than growth-seeking funds,
they still represent a risk for investors that is higher than the risk of a cash investment
or a genuine cash alternative.”

10

Macquarie Australian Diversified Income Funds flyer, June 2020
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Higher

The cash continuum

The application
of a buy/sell spread
Performance fees as well
as management fees

Listed property and infrastructure3
Global equities3

Hedge funds3
Fixed interest – high yield3
Fixed income
funds4
Savings account1

Low

Weighted average
of credit ratings
Residential MortgageBacked Security (RMBS)
and corporate holdings.

Australian equities3

Pre-tax return

Income fund signs
– a cash fund may not
be ‘truly’ cash if it has:

Emerging market equities3

Term
deposit2

Notice saver2
Cash funds4
Cash management account3
Bank account1

Low

Capital risk

Higher

Chart is indicative only and based on market performance benchmarked in July 2020.
1
2
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Source: Finder.com.au; based on current yields
Source: Mozo.com.au; based on current yields

3 Source: Macquarie; forecast total returns
4
Source: Mercer, Australian Cash Universe;
average 1 year historic returns
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The value of managing cash
– and cash flow – strategically
Cash may be a secure investment with relatively predictable
returns, but it needs to be managed in a proactive way,
particularly in today’s low return environment.
Macquarie research in 201911 found some advisers seek to move money in and out
of different asset classes frequently, to make sure client capital is working as hard
as possible – using the liquidity of cash at call and cash equivalent products to take
advantage of opportunities as they arise.

Firms providing this cash flow management-style
advice are being rewarded with greater visibility.

28%
are
across

Other advisers – specifically those advisers well-versed in managing cash flow –
also use cash holdings to ensure clients have adequate funds to meet their income
and expenditure requirements, without compromising their investment goals.
Macquarie research shows that the firms providing this cash flow management-style
advice are being rewarded with greater visibility – with 28% saying they’re across
75% or more of their clients’ total cash holdings, compared to 19% for those who
don’t provide this service.12

or more of their clients’
total cash holdings

Greater visibility allows advisers more context to provide
holistic advice by helping them identify opportunities they
might not see otherwise.

11
12

75%
compared to

19%

for those who don’t
provide this service.11

Cash Management Adviser interviews conducted by Zing Research on behalf of Macquarie, June 2019 n=5
Cash Management Adviser survey conducted by Zing Research on behalf of Macquarie, June 2019 n=541
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Making sure you’re acting in your
client’s best interests
When managing cash – or any investment – in a client’s
portfolio, the higher the return, the higher the risk. It’s the
universal truth of investing, and in the current market, yieldchasing can expose advisers to reputational – and potentially
liability – risks as well.

The Financial Adviser Standards and Ethics Authority’s (FASEA) Code
of Ethics Guidance gives an example of the product knowledge required
to meet Standard 9:
“All advice you give, and all products you recommend, to a client must be offered
in good faith and with competence and be neither misleading nor deceptive.”13
It provides an example:

“For advisers, the best interest duty arises from three different sources,” explains
David Barrett. “There’s common law negligence, basically ‘duty of care’. There’s
the Corporations Act, and the safe harbour rules that give you a seven-step process
to follow. And, more recently, there’s the Financial Planners and Advisers Code of Ethics,
which came into effect on January 1, 2020.”

“An adviser’s licensee has introduced a new financial product to the licensee’s
Approved Product List.
The research provided indicates the product is suitable for investors with
a moderate risk profile.

It’s never been more important to clearly demonstrate you are always acting in the
best interest of your clients. And a major part of ‘acting in good faith’ involves fully
explaining the risks of any product recommended.

Despite reading the research, the adviser does not fully understand the product,
the basis of the projected returns and potential risks.
The adviser approaches the licensee and product provider to better understand
the product before considering whether or not to recommend it to their clients.
Upon further investigation, the adviser obtains a better understanding of the
product and determines that they will consider recommending it only for clients
with an aggressive risk profile and surplus cash flow.”

13
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How do you make sure you’re acting in the client’s best interest? continued

The guidance notes the adviser has a duty to their client to
investigate the product – they cannot rely on the marketing
information provided by the product provider.
“You need to understand where enhanced returns are coming from,” says Barrett.
“To get a better return than the risk-free deposit in a bank, you need to trade off
something – either liquidity (in a term deposit) or taking on more market or credit risk.”
He believes the danger with some cash alternative products is they may be trading
on credit risk, which may not be immediately apparent to the client.
“So, the risk for advisers if they chase yield, is they expose the client to a risk they
didn’t fully understand. These can be highly complex, manufactured products – and it
may be the client won’t get their capital back, if the underlying investment is in trouble.”

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) has also recently
warned savers about potentially risky fixed income products that are being “pitched
as alternatives to safe, government-guaranteed term deposits.”15
For advisers, Barrett says it’s essential to meet FASEA’s expectations that they develop
a deep understanding of the products they recommend. “I think with some of the
more enhanced, structured cash products, if you don’t do the research and you don’t
understand what is causing the extra return to be generated, then you haven’t done
your job as an adviser.”
Any trade off in the form of market, credit or liquidity risk needs to be clearly explained
to the investor, so they understand how it will help them meet their financial goals.

There’s the reputational risk of giving poor or misleading advice, which history tells
us can also lead to litigation.
In 2013, the Federal Court found in favour of Wingecarribee Shire Council in a class
action against Lehman Brothers for breach of contract, negligence, misleading and
deceptive conduct and breach of fiduciary duty.14 The three councils represented in the
class action invested in high risk, complex financial products that did not match their
need for liquidity and capital security, as they were predominantly synthetic collateralised
debt obligations (SCDOs).

14
15

Lehman mis-selling: A lesson for investors and banks, Lesa Bransgrove, Law Society Journal February 2013
ASIC takes aim at risky term deposit ‘alternatives’, AFR, May 7 2020
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‘True-to-label’ cash funds
Two of Macquarie’s cash funds, Macquarie Master
Cash Fund (MCF) and Macquarie Term Cash Fund (TCF),
use an active investment strategy seeking to provide a
‘true-to-label cash return’ profile with a diversified portfolio.

Macquarie
Master Cash Fund (MCF)

Macquarie
Term Cash Fund (TCF)

Money market investment

“You get exposure across a number of different issuers – compared to a term
deposit, for example, where you have exposure to just one entity,” says Wallace.

Proven strategy with a 25-year
track record

Aims to outperform the Bloomberg
AusBond Bank Bill Index over
the medium term (before fees)

TCF seeks to provide a little more yield and is typically used when there is a lower
transaction need. “TCF may be preferable to investors who are happier for the
money to sit a little longer. You’re taking on slightly more risk, so there is potential
for more variability in returns,” says Wallace.

Aims to match the Bloomberg
AusBond Bank Bill Index over
the short term (before fees)
Post-fee 5-year return to
30 June 2020: 1.34% p.a.

Post-fee 5-year return to
30 June 2020: 1.51% p.a.
51% allocation to Floating Rate
Notes (FRNs) as at 30 June, 2020.

62% allocation to Negotiable
Certificates of Deposit (NCDs)
as at 30 June, 2020.
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One in three Australian SMSFs use a
Macquarie CMA to manage their money.16

Pioneering cash management innovations
Macquarie’s CMA is the product of many industry firsts
and the culmination of over 40 years of wealth management
experience in Australia.
“We used application programming interfaces (APIs) to connect data feeds before
everyone was talking about APIs,” says Olivia McArdle. “Initially we used CSV files,
and then we realised how important that connectivity was for adviser efficiency.
Now we link to over 70 software platforms.”
Macquarie was also the first to offer an adviser portal, providing full visibility over a client’s
financial position in one place. More recently, the CMA has added functionality that
allows clients to authorise transactions via a secure code for adviser-initiated payments.
McArdle says Macquarie takes a human centred design approach to delivering
new features and functionality. This means the CMA team is constantly looking for
opportunities to improve the experience for clients and advisers by removing friction
points and making cash management more efficient.
“Our goal is to free up all that admin, payment and reporting time for advisers, so they
can focus on guiding their clients to reach their goals. We know some advisers actually
charge a lower fee for clients with a Macquarie CMA, because of the quality of the data
feeds and the time that saves them.”
The most recent enhancements include a self-service request centre, where advisers
can track the status of requests, and the ability to set up Macquarie Cash Management
Accelerator Accounts, in bulk, for every client.
The Accelerator account has proven highly popular, with a growing number of CMAs
now linked to one. “It’s like a sidecar attached to the CMA engine,” observes McArdle.
“Sometimes clients just want a higher return, with all the functionality of the CMA.
The Accelerator fills that gap.

Timeline

1978
1980

	Macquarie launches the Cash Management Trust,
the first cash trust in Australia

1990s

	Macquarie launches Australia’s first adviser-facing
online portal for viewing client accounts

1999

CMA uses APIs to connect quality data feeds

2008

Macquarie launches its Cash Management Account

2010

	Cash Management Trust account balances transition
to a Macquarie CMA

2017

	Macquarie wins awards for its digital banking experience
and mobile app17
	Macquarie is first to provide open banking, where
customers can choose how their data is shared

2018

	Macquarie adds ability for Adviser Initiated Payments

2019

Launch of Cash Management Accelerator Account

2020

CMA now integrates with 70+ software platforms.

16
17
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Macquarie wealth management launches

Source: Macquarie Bank Limited data, ATO Self-managed Super Fund Statistical Report
Australian Retail Banking Award for Best Digital Banking Offering
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“The cornerstone of our business”
Watch a video showcasing the Pitcher Partners’ story
Pitcher Partners Sydney’s Wealth Management
practice manages around $2.7 billion in assets for
400 private clients. Every single one uses a Macquarie
CMA. “It’s the hub account for every client portfolio,”
says Pitcher Partners Sydney’s Head of Wealth
Management, Charlie Viola.
“Without the efficiency of Macquarie’s CMA, without
the integration into Xplan, without the client accessibility…
we wouldn’t be able to run our business.”
Viola has also opened a Cash Management Accelerator
Account for every new wealth client. “We used to use a
money market (term deposit) account, but the Accelerator
is more liquid.
“In this environment, where we want better cash returns
but still need on-call access to an account that talks to our
systems, it’s perfect. For a while we used others, but it became
cumbersome moving across systems to see balances.”
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Ongoing investment administration and management
is core to Pitcher Partners’ wealth management offering,
and the CMA also makes it simpler to get a more complete
picture of a client’s holdings.
“We produce full look-through reporting to every client,
reconciled cash accounts and tax reporting. This gives us
the tools and visibility to help clients make informed decisions.
The initial planning is very important, but the real value-add
is in ongoing investment advice and meeting their longer-term
needs,” says Viola.
He says Macquarie understands his world. “They simply
have the best solution from a cash perspective. It gives us
accessibility, visibility and the ability to transact when needed.”
“We have looked at others over time, but no one has
the connectivity, adviser access or purpose-built advisory
infrastructure that Macquarie does.”
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A final note
Communicating the value of active cash management
It’s not surprising, in an unpredictable environment, to see a tendency from
clients to passively hold more cash as insurance against perceived future
market uncertainty. But with the risk of eroding potential for capital gains or even
regular income, active cash management is an essential way for advisers to
provide value to clients.
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A final note continued

There’s an opportunity for advisers to have a conversation
with their clients about cash, and challenge their perceptions
that cash is ‘simple’ and shouldn’t require advice. In a low
interest rate environment, holding a large proportion of
a portfolio in cash can have big impact on the performance
of a client’s investments over time.
That said, not all cash at call, cash equivalent or cash alternative products are
created equal, and each involves a trade-off between risk and return. If a return
looks too good to be true, it may be because it comes at a cost – either in the
form of liquidity, credit or market risk.
Advisers have a best interests duty to ensure their clients understand the risk
and return trade-offs attached to each type of cash product they recommend,
and how these products can be used to serve different client needs.
By starting this conversation with clients, advisers can put themselves in a
strong position to have visibility over a client’s full financial position and make
recommendations based on their long-term investment goals and objectives.
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One way to kick-start this conversation is to take a test and learn approach. Choose
five clients who you think could benefit from a more active cash management strategy
and have a conversation with them – either an out-of-cycle phone call or at their next
review. Measure the impact: see what sort of information resonated and what missed
the mark and take those learnings into your next client conversation.

Those advisers who can successfully
tell a strong story about cash have the
opportunity to be rewarded with greater
visibility of a client’s overall financial
position, a deeper relationship with
their clients, and an increased capacity
to influence each client’s long-term
investment and lifestyle goals.
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Contact us today about how we
can help your business stay ahead.
Request a call
Macquarie.com.au/cashalternatives

At Macquarie, we bring you a smarter ecosystem of products that work in harmony
with your business, supported by the deep expertise of our people. We create insights
that can help you grow your business and bring you closer to your clients. You have
the support of a global investment leader with 50 years of unbroken profitability, and
a name that clients can have confidence in.
As part of its deposits suite, Macquarie offers you and your clients the Macquarie Cash
Management Account (CMA), the Macquarie Cash Management Accelerator Account,
and a selection of term deposits. Our deposits suite has been purpose-built for advisers,
delivering visibility and control. We offer easy online applications, reports and audits –
all available via our adviser portal – plus innovative functionality, such as adviser-initiated
payments. Our CMA is connected to more than 70 platforms, and stores more than
10 years of statements, to help inform your recommendations to clients.

This information has been prepared by Macquarie Bank Limited AFSL 237502 for the use of licensed and accredited brokers
and financial advisers only. In no circumstances is it to be used by a potential client for the purposes of making a decision about
a financial product or class of products. Neither Macquarie Group Limited nor any of its affiliates makes any representation
or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the statements or any information contained in this
document and any liability (including in respect of direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage) is expressly disclaimed.

Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively, “Bloomberg”) are not affiliated with Macquarie and do not approve,
endorse, review, or recommend the Fund. Bloomberg and the Bloomberg AusBond Index or Indices referred to in this document
are trademarks or service marks of Bloomberg and have been licensed to Macquarie. Bloomberg does not guarantee the
timeliness, accurateness, or completeness of any data or information relating to the Bloomberg AusBond Index or Indices
referred to in this document.

Macquarie Investment Management Australia Limited (ABN 55 092 552 611 AFSL 238321) is the issuer and responsible entity
of the Macquarie Master Cash Fund, Macquarie Term Cash Fund and Macquarie Australian Diversified Income Fund (“Funds)
referred to above. Past performance of the Funds is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Other than Macquarie Bank Limited (MBL), none of the entities noted in this document are authorised deposit-taking institutions
for the purposes of the Banking Act 1959 (Commonwealth of Australia). The obligations of these entities do not represent
deposits or other liabilities of MBL. MBL does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect of the obligations of
these entities, unless noted otherwise.

The information about the Funds is general information only and does not take account of investment objectives, financial
situation or needs of any person. It should not be relied upon in determining whether to invest in a Fund. In deciding whether
to acquire or continue to hold an investment in a Fund, an investor should consider the Fund’s product disclosure statement.
The product disclosure statement is available on our website at macquarie.com.au/pds or by contacting us on 1800 814 523.

© Macquarie Group Limited

